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The AAV effect is the well-known phenomenon where a weak measurement followed by post-
selection leads to a pointer shift proportional to the weak value of the measured observable. The
effect is usually derived by considering a perturbative expansion of the time-evolution operator
corresponding to the measurement. We show that the AAV effect can be instead derived given
three simple conditions on the pointer states. The most important condition is that the pointer
states be approximately indistinguishable. The other two conditions relate the observables used
to characterize the pointer with the measured system observable. This intuitive approach does
not require any model for the measurement process, but is completely consistent with the usual
approach based on the von Neumann Hamiltonian. Moreover, this approach predicts and explains
a new phenomenon, called weak echo, where the usual weak value behaviour can re-emerge at high
interaction strengths.
I. INTRODUCTION
The weak value was introduced by Aharonov, Albert,
and Vaidman (AAV) as part of an effort to understand
the behaviour of quantum systems between pre- and
post-selection [1]. (See Ref. [2] for a pedagogical intro-
duction.) The weak value is, in a sense, a generalization
of the standard expectation value. In von Neumann’s
formulation of measurement, a system and pointer, both
quantum mechanical objects, are made to interact in a
specific way [3]. Characterizing a dynamical variable
of the pointer after the interaction reveals information
about the system. In the usual case, the pointer’s aver-
age position is directly proportional to the expectation
value of the measured system observable. In this way,
it can be said that the system originally possessed the
quantity on average, and the measurement revealed this
fact.
AAV discovered the weak value by modifying the mea-
surement process in two ways: first, by reducing the
strength of the measurement such that the pointer shift is
much less than the initial uncertainty of the pointer; sec-
ond, by post-selecting the system and considering only
the conditional pointer pointer shift. AAV found the
pointer shift in this case is given by the so-called weak
value, rather than the expectation value. This is called
the AAV effect. While the expectation value is real and
bounded by the eigenvalues of the measured observable,
the weak value is both unbounded and potentially com-
plex. A complex pointer shift is defined as a shift in
two complimentary observables. These properties have
led to some controversy about the interpretation of the
weak value as a property of the system [4, 5]. Despite
this interpretational difficulty, the weak value has been
demonstrated to be measurable and useful.
In fact, these two properties are the key aspects of the
surprising and useful behaviour of some recent weak value
experiments. That it is unbounded has led to the use of
the weak value for measuring small effects; this is called
weak value amplification [6–8]. Because it is in general
complex, the weak value can be used to measure condi-
tional quasi-probabilities [9] that inform about quantum
paradoxes [10, 11], and allow the direct measurement of
quantum wavefunctions and full characterization of quan-
tum states [12–16].
The standard approach to deriving the AAV effect
relies on assuming a Hamiltonian between system and
pointer of specific form (the same as used by von Neu-
mann in Ref. [3]), and a specific initial pointer state. A
first-order approximation of the time evolution operator,
followed by post-selection and pointer readout then com-
plete the derivation (see section II for details). However,
there are several conceptual issues associated with this
approach, which we group into two categories. The pri-
mary aim of this letter is to provide a new framework
with which to derive the AAV effect that addresses all of
these issues.
The first category is concerned with the notion of weak-
ness. The common criterion for weakness (i.e., the valid-
ity of the first-order approximation leading to the AAV
effect) states that the measurement strength (defined as
shift in the position of the pointer by the measurement)
should be much less than the width of the pointer (see,
e.g., refs. [1, 7]). However, some weak value experiments
[10–12, 15, 17–19] use two-state (qubit) Hilbert spaces
as the pointer (usually photon polarization) rather than
a continuous degree of freedom. It is not immediately
obvious how to connect the initial state uncertainty with
measurement strength in the case of a qubit, since the
state is usually thought of as a point on (or in) the Bloch
sphere and hence the state has no width. Nor is it obvi-
ous whether identical conditions for weakness apply for
both real and imaginary components of the AAV effect.
Furthermore, some recent studies report the predictions
of weak-value-like behaviour beyond the usual regime of
weakness [20, 21]. Clearly a new notion of weakness is
needed which can settle all these issues.
The second category is concerned with the notion of
measurement. The usual derivation is fundamentally
Hamiltonian-centric, as it relies on the specific form of
the time-evolution operator. This is not necessarily a
problem, but how do we account for weak-value-like be-
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2haviour observed in situations with different interactions?
While many measurements follow a von Neumann frame-
work, not all do (see the argument of Leggett [4]). The
modular value [21] is an example where the measurement
Hamiltonian is slightly modified but a weak value can still
be observed. A recent experiment [22] demonstrates the
AAV effect despite the absence of any von Neumann (or
similar) coupling Hamiltonian. An understanding of the
separate roles of the von Neumann measurement scheme
and weakness would be helpful in explaining these results.
In this Letter, we develop a framework with which to
understand the AAV effect that can resolve the issues de-
scribed above. We derive the AAV effect by calculating
the expectation value of pointer observables, conditional
on a system post-selection, for a general (pure) entangled
state. No assumptions are made about the interaction
which created the entangled state. Instead, three condi-
tions, given as approximations to quantities which appear
in the expression for the general conditional expectation,
are identified which reduce two conditional expectations
(such as pointer position and momentum) to the weak
value, completing the derivation of the AAV effect.
The first condition is that the pointer states be ap-
proximately indistinguishable. The AAV effect is usually
understood as resulting from interference, and it is well-
known that distinguishability destroys interference. The
connection of pointer state indistinguishability with weak
values has been pointed out before (see Ref. [23]), but the
aim of this paper is to place pointer state indistinguisha-
bility explicitly as the central condition for the AAV ef-
fect. The second and third conditions relate the pointer
readout observables with the measured system observ-
able. Importantly, the three conditions are phrased in
terms of pointer states and observables, making them
general to all types of quantum systems (any dimension
or physical manifestation) and easy (in principle) to im-
plement in the lab. Together, the three conditions are
referred to as the weak value approximations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II we derive the AAV effect in the usual way using the von
Neumann measurement scheme, to establish a consistent
notation and discuss the issues we wish to address. In
section III the AAV effect is derived without appealing
to any entangling operation, by showing how the weak
value approximations lead to the effect. The remainder
of the paper consists of examples that illustrate the role
of the weak value approximations. In section IV we use
the von Neumann measurement model to calculate exact
pointer state overlaps in a typical measurement scenario
for three types of pointers, and use them to obtain shift in
the regime of approximate indistinguishability and com-
pare with weak values that each measurement is approx-
imating. Unambiguous conditions for the validity of the
weak value conditions are determined. In section V, the
two key properties of the weak value, amplification and
complexity, are demonstrated for far beyond the regime
usually considered as “weak”, leading to a phenomenon
which we refer to as weak echo. The weak echo relies
on the use of periodic or quasi-periodic pointers. Inter-
estingly, the experimentally post-selected state may not
correspond with the expression for the weak value that
is being measured in this case. Finally in section VI we
conclude.
II. OVERVIEW OF AAV’S SCHEME
In this section we shall briefly discuss the formalism of
von Neumann measurement, and the scheme discovered
by AAV to directly measure a weak value. Begin with an
uncorrelated system-pointer state |Ψi〉 = |ψ〉⊗|ξ0〉 in the
joint Hilbert space H = Hs⊗Hp. The system states live
in Hs and the pointer states are represented by vectors
in Hp. The system state |ψ〉 is called the initial system
state, about which we wish to learn something by mea-
suring it. The pointer state is |ξ0〉, a suitable configura-
tion that the experimenter identifies as the pointer’s zero.
Assume that Hs is a discrete Hilbert space, for example
representing the spin of a particle, and Hp continuous,
such as the position. AAV used a Gaussian centred at
x = 0 as the initial pointer state. This is the most com-
mon, though others may be used such as Lorentzian or,
for two-dimensional Hilbert space, a desired initial qubit
state [22].
Let |Ψi〉 evolve unitarily under the measurement
Hamiltonian H = g(t)Aˆ ⊗ Pˆ . The action of this Hamil-
tonian is to measure the system observable Aˆ by shifting
the pointer using Pˆ = −i~∂/∂x as a generator. For sim-
plicity, let g(t) have compact supportM near the origin
and define η =
∫
M g(t)dt. Most authors refer to η as the
measurement strength, but we will save that term for
another quantity introduced in the next section, and call
η the measurement parameter. The final system-pointer
state |Ψf 〉 after the measurementM is
|Ψf 〉 = exp
(−i
~
∫
M
Hdt
)
|Ψi〉
=
∞∑
`=0
1
`!
(−iη
~
Aˆ⊗ Pˆ
)`
|ψ〉 ⊗ |ξ0〉. (1)
=
∑
n
cn|an〉 ⊗ |ξn〉, (2)
where the |an〉 form the orthonormal eigenbasis of Hs
associated with Aˆ, i.e., Aˆ|ai〉 = ai|ai〉. The system state
was expanded in this basis to give the complex coef-
ficients cn, i.e., |ψ〉 =
∑
n cn|an〉. The pointer states|ξn〉 are shifted versions of the initial pointer state, i.e.,
|ξn〉 = Un|ξ0〉 with Un = exp(−iηanPˆ /~). Equation (2)
is exact and this procedure is the von Neumann measure-
ment model.
Proceed by projecting the system onto state |f〉 cor-
responding to post-selection on outcome f (e.g., by per-
forming a second, strong measurement using a different
pointer). The resulting (unnormalized) pointer state is
|φ〉 = 〈f |Ψf 〉.
3AAV then argued that if the measurement parameter
η is small (the measurement is weak), we can write the
state |φ〉 of the pointer as
|φ〉 ≈
∞∑
`=0
1
`!
(
− iη
~
〈f |Aˆ|ψ〉
〈f |ψ〉 Pˆ
)`
|ξ0〉 (3)
= exp
(
− iη
~
〈f |Aˆ|ψ〉
〈f |ψ〉 Pˆ
)
|ξ0〉, (4)
This is a slightly shifted version of the initial pointer state
wavefunction. From equation 4, we can calculate condi-
tional expectation values 〈Oˆ〉p|s=f , corresponding to any
pointer observable Oˆ, according to the standard expecta-
tion value: 〈Oˆ〉p|s=f = 〈φ|Oˆ|φ〉/〈φ|φ〉. It is assumed that
〈φ|φ〉 6= 0, i.e., that post-selection probability is nonzero
(the post-selected pointer shift is undefined if no systems
are successfully post-selected).
Using the approximate form of |φ〉, and keeping terms
only up to first order in η, it can be shown that (for the
Gaussian initial pointer state, and appropriate choice of
units for Xˆ and Pˆ , see [24]):
1
η
〈Xˆ + iPˆ 〉p|s=f ≈ 〈f |Aˆ|ψ〉〈f |ψ〉 =: 〈Aˆ〉
W
f . (5)
Hence the result of the measurement, as indicated by the
average pointer shifts, is the weak value. Equation (5)
is the quantitative statement of the AAV effect. Since
Xˆ and Pˆ do not commute, the experiment must be re-
peated for two different subensembles to read the real
and imaginary parts of the weak value.
This derivation can be modified to manifest the AAV
effect with a qubit pointer, by replacing Pˆ → −σy and
Xˆ → σx. In this case the initial pointer state should be
taken as |↓z〉, the second eigenstate of σz (σx,y,z are the
Pauli matrices) [24].
As mentioned in the previous section, there are several
open questions raised by this approach, which we group
into two categories.
The first category is concerned with the notion of weak-
ness. What is/are the exact condition(s) for weakness,
namely, under what conditions is it appropriate to re-
place the sum of equation (1) with that of (3)? Since (1)
is a matrix Taylor expansion, it is not easy to give a clear
condition. Usually, η much less than initial pointer state
uncertainty is given. It is unclear how universal this is:
are the conditions quantitatively the same for both read-
out observables, i.e., for 〈Xˆ〉p|s=f ≈ ηRe
[
〈Aˆ〉Wf
]
and
〈Pˆ 〉p|s=f ≈ ηIm
[
〈Aˆ〉Wf
]
? It turns out, not in general.
What about for qubit pointers, for which it is not so ob-
vious how to relate the initial pointer state uncertainty
with pointer shift (which is an angle)? And, how does
this picture account for the observation of weak-value-
like behaviours outside this regime as reported in Refs.
[20, 21]?
The second category is concerned with the notion of
measurement. Is the von Neumann Hamiltonian neces-
sary for the observation of the AAV effect? It is already
known that the answer is no: The modular value [21] is an
example where the measurement Hamiltonian is slightly
modified but a weak value can still be observed. A re-
cent experiment [22] demonstrates the AAV effect despite
the absence of any von Neumann (or similar) coupling
Hamiltonian, hence can not really be considered a weak
measurement at all, in that framework.
In the next section, the AAV effect will be re-derived
in a way that can address all of the issues above.
III. THE WEAK VALUE APPROXIMATIONS
In this section, we derive the conditions, given as ap-
proximations to quantities that appear in the exact ex-
pression, in order for a general entangled system-pointer
state and readout observables to yield a weak value. This
is a derivation of the AAV effect by considering only prop-
erties of the entangled system-pointer state, not based on
the interaction which created this state. The intent is not
to supplant the usual derivation, but to offer a parallel,
equivalent view, so that understanding can be deeper.
First, a word on the names system and pointer. In the
von Neumann scheme of the previous section these are
identifiable by their role in the interaction: the system
begins in an arbitrary superposition, the pointer begins
in the “zero” state; the diagonalizing observable Aˆ oper-
ates on system states, while the generator Pˆ is a pointer
observable. In the present derivation we are careful not
to assume anything about the interaction or state to be-
gin with. However, we can still identify the system and
pointer by deciding ahead of time which will be subjected
to post-selection, and which will be read out: “system”
refers to the former and “pointer” to the latter.
We begin by considering a general state |Ψ〉 in the joint
Hilbert space Hs ⊗Hp with orthonormal bases {|an〉} of
Hs and {|bm〉} of Hp:
|Ψ〉 =
∑
n,m
γnm|an〉 ⊗ |bm〉. (6)
This state can be expressed in the form of equation
(2), by defining |ξn〉 = 1/cn
∑
m γnm|bm〉 with |cn|2 =∑
m |γnm|2. The states |ξn〉 may or may not be orthog-
onal, and we call them the pointer states, since there is
one correlated with each system basis state |an〉.
As in the previous section, we can post-select the sys-
tem and read the pointer shift conditional on this post-
selection. Projecting the system onto state |f〉 ∈ Hs cor-
responds to post-selecting outcome f . The conditioned
pointer expectation can be calculated by renormalizing
the projected state, followed by calculating the expecta-
tion value in the usual way. Writing the (unnormalized)
projected state as |φ〉 = 〈f |Ψ〉 ∈ Hp, we write for arbi-
trary pointer observable Oˆ the conditioned expectation
4〈Oˆ〉p|s=f = 〈φ|Oˆ|φ〉/〈φ|φ〉. We calculate this exactly:
〈Oˆ〉p|s=f =
∑
n,m〈f |ΠanρΠam |f〉Omn∑
n,m〈f |ΠanρΠam |f〉Dmn
, (7)
where we have written ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| with |ψ〉 = ∑n cn|an〉,
Πan = |an〉〈an|, Omn = 〈ξm|Oˆ|ξn〉, and Dmn = 〈ξm|ξn〉.
Note that Omn are not the matrix elements of Oˆ since
the pointer states |ξn〉 are not (necessarily) orthogonal.
One obtains a weak value and the AAV effect from Eq.
(7) in the following way. Substitutions for the pointer
quantities Dmn and Omn are made which reduce equa-
tion (7) to the AAV effect. The substitutions are given
in the form of approximations, and the conditions for
the validity of these approximations are the weak value
conditions.
The first approximation Eq. (8a) below states that the
pointer states be (approximately) indistinguishable. This
is the fundamental requirement to measure a weak value.
It is now well-established that the AAV effect arises due
to interference, and a core result of quantum mechanics is
that distinguishable outcomes will not interfere. It is not
surprising therefore that the pointer state distinguisha-
bility plays an important role in the AAV effect.
The second two approximations Eq. (8b,c) relate the
pointer readout observables with the Hermitian operator
that will be called the measured observable. Specifically,
the spectrum of the observable is determined this way,
and the eigenbasis is determined by the choice of system
basis |Ψ〉 was expanded in, i.e., {|an〉}. Call the pointer
readout variables χˆ and µˆ, and introduce the real num-
bers αn, each corresponding to a pointer state |ξn〉. Fi-
nally, we introduce a constant η 6= 0 which accounts for
units between system and pointer quantities.
The weak value approximations are:
Dmn = 〈ξm|ξn〉 ≈ 1, (8a)
χmn = 〈ξm|χˆ|ξn〉 ≈ ηαm + αn
2
, (8b)
µmn = 〈ξm|µˆ|ξn〉 ≈ iηαm − αn
2
. (8c)
Calculate 〈χˆ〉p|s=f using Eqs. (7, 8a,b) and calculate
〈µˆ〉p|s=f using Eqs. (7, 8a,c). Write Aˆ =
∑
i αiΠai and
use the closure of the projectors, to yield the AAV effect
1
η
〈χˆ+ iµˆ〉p|s=f ≈
〈f |Aˆρ|f〉
〈f |ρ|f〉 = 〈Aˆ〉
W
f . (9)
Hence, χˆ reads the real part of the weak value and µˆ reads
out the imaginary part. Equation (9) as a consequence
of Eqs. (7,8) is the main result of this Letter.
The derivation of the AAV effect in this way applies
to any case where the von Neumann scheme is used, as
a small von Neumann measurement parameter will al-
ways lead to pointer states that are approximately in-
distinguishable. This is discussed in more detail in the
next section. However, some experiments do not follow
this paradigm and must be mapped a posteriori to a von
Neumann-like model. The recent experiment by Shom-
roni et al. is a perfect example; to derive their weak value,
a fictional time operator was used to generate the pointer
states [22]. Of course, as the authors point out, this had
no correspondence to the experiment itself, which pro-
vides an entangled system-pointer state via the coupling
of the atomic ensemble to the environment, as opposed
to through an impulsive coupling between two initially
independent quantum degrees of freedom. The approach
in this section can be used to derive the AAV effect in
this and other situations that do not use von Neumann
measurement, by considering only the entangled states,
and not supposing interaction of specific forms that may
or may not have correspondence to reality.
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section, we look at several examples of von Neu-
mann measurements to explore the role of the the weak
value approximations above. For three different types of
pointer we calculate the Dmn and corresponding pointer
shifts. It will be shown that for all three pointers, the
AAV effect is predicted to occur in the usual regime
(small interaction parameter) and, for the periodic or
quasi-periodic pointers, outside this regime leading to the
phenomenon we call a weak echo.
The role of the von Neumann interaction in this section
is to provide a causal link between an initial uncorrelated
system-pointer state and the final entangled state. Hence
the weak value measured by the pointer after the interac-
tion has a physical correspondence with the initial, pre-
measurement system state; in other words, the measure-
ment revealed something about |ψ〉. The von Neumann
interaction also provides, through the measurement pa-
rameter η, a way to tune the final entangled state and
examine the effect of pointer state distinguishability on
the conditioned pointer shift. We do not Taylor expand
the time-evolution unitary operator in this section.
We will take three physical implementations of the
measurement pointer: a Gaussian spatial distribution,
a few-cycle linearly polarized optical pulse, and a qubit.
The Gaussian temporal envelope of a pulse has been ex-
amined already for light [25–27] and neutrinos [28], which
is equivalent in our analysis to a Gaussian spatial distri-
bution. We will take the pointer states in each example
to be respectively
Gi(x) = (2piσ
2)−1/4 exp
(−(x− ηαi)2
4σ2
)
, (10a)
Ei(τ) = E0 exp
(−(τ − ηαi)2
4σ2
)
cos(ω(τ − ηαi)), (10b)
|Qi〉 = cos(ηαi)|1〉+ sin(ηαi)|0〉. (10c)
In the above, σ is the Gaussian’s standard deviation (for
the optical pulse, of the envelope). For the optical pulse,
5E0 represents the electric field at time zero. The choice
of carrier-envelope phase in this example is arbitrary but
should be taken as fixed to maintain coherence at this
time scale in the ensemble of photons. In both of these
continuous pointers, the parameter η represents the shift
from 0 (in position or time) of the pointer state. Finally
the qubit state |Q1〉 is a rotation of the state |1〉 by the
angle η.
For simplicity, we will take the measured system for all
three examples to be a qubit, and the measured observ-
able to be Aˆ = Π1 = |1〉〈1|. Hence the |ai〉 in our post-
measurement state |Ψ〉 of equation (2) are the eigenstates
of the operator: |0〉, |1〉 with corresponding eigenvalues
α0 = 0, α1 = 1 respectively.
In each case, a unitary operator can be written which
takes an initial state |ψ〉⊗|ξ0〉 to its respective final state.
Section II shows the derivation of the final state based
on a Hamiltonian of von Neumann type. We take Hˆ =
g(t)Aˆ ⊗ µˆ, and µˆ is the generator for the measurement.
To shift the Gaussian we take µˆ→ Pˆ = −i~∂/∂x; to shift
the optical pulse in time, we take µˆ→ −E = −i~∂/∂τ ; to
shift the qubit we take µˆ→ −~σy/2. Each time-evolution
operator is then, with appropriate substitutions for µˆ:
U = Π0 ⊗ 1+ Π1 ⊗ exp(−iηµˆ/~), (11)
where, as before, η =
∫
M g(t)dt. Note that t and τ are
treated independently: t is a the physical time, τ pointer
state abscissa.
First we calculate D10 for the three cases; the results
are shown in Fig. 1. For all three pointers, the same
qualitative behaviour is seen near η = 0: the curveD10(η)
is equal to 1, even in η, and concave down at this point.
The Taylor expansion in η for all have the first two terms
1 − cη2, with c > 0 being determined by the specifics of
the pointer. Hence, for small η (cη2  1), we can satisfy
the first weak value approximation (8a).
For the continuous pointers, the two pointer conditions
(8b,c) are satisfied exactly. Use for µˆ the variables men-
tioned above for all cases. Use χˆ → Xˆ for the Gaussian
and χˆ → τ for the optical pulse. Note that for the two
continuous pointers, the χˆ variable is chosen conjugate
to the shift-generating operator in the Hamiltonian; this
is in accordance with the Stone-von Neumann theorem
(see [2, 29]
The Stone-von Neumann theorem does not apply for
the qubit case, and choosing χˆ → σx and µˆ → σy will
only satisfy (8b,c) to first order in η. Hence the smallness
of η plays a crucial role in satisfying all three conditions.
Introducing η¯ := ηmod 2pi, we can expand D10 near η¯ =
0 (for general system dimension and measured observable
Aˆ with eigenvalues {αi}) to first order:
〈Qj |Qi〉 = cos(η(αj − αi)) ≈ 1, (12a)
〈Qj |σx|Qi〉 = sin(η(αj + αi)) ≈ η¯(αj + αi), (12b)
〈Qj |σy|Qi〉 = −i sin(η(αj − αi)) ≈ −iη¯(αj − αi). (12c)
Hence for fixed Aˆ, choosing small enough η¯ will allow
the satisfaction of conditions (8). However, the specific
Measurement parameter η
FIG. 1: Pointer state distinguishabilities for Gaussian, opti-
cal pulse, and qubit pointers. When η → 0, D10 → 1 for all
cases, and this is the standard weak regime. When |D10| = 0,
this is a strong measurement, as measurement outcomes are
fully resolved. When D10 ∼ 1 and η 6= 0, a weak echo can
be observed, where weak value behaviour re-emerges. The
three coloured disks indicate values for η used in figure 2 to
calculate state-dependent pointer shifts for the three regimes.
Their numerical values are respectively η = (0.12, 0.39, 0.75).
To calculate these curves, σ = 1 for the Gaussian and optical
pulse, and ω = 4 for the optical pulse. All these curves cor-
respond to the measurement captured in the von Neumann
unitary equation (11), with Pˆ appropriate to each respective
pointer as explained in the text.
requirements for the three conditions are not all the same.
Note that we require both cases of η¯2(αj ± αi)2  1.
Thus, for a fixed η¯, some weak values 〈Aˆ〉Wf can be weakly
measured, and others not; the breakdown of the AAV
effect may manifest separately in the real and imaginary
parts of the weak value (e.g., the sum may be large while
the difference small).
V. WEAK ECHOES
We have seen how a von Neumann interaction with
small measurement parameter η and post-selection can
lead to the AAV effect. It turns out the AAV effect can be
observed even outside the regime η → 0. We saw in the
previous section that, for qubit pointer, the three weak
value conditions can be met when η¯ = ηmod 2pi → 0.
In this case, any measurement parameter which is near
an integer multiple of 2pi will lead to the AAV effect.
This ought not be surprising since the measurement was
a rotation which is itself periodic. Nevertheless, this em-
phasizes that one should think of the strength of a mea-
surement not in terms of η, but rather in terms of pointer
state distinguishability.
It turns out that a modified AAV effect can manifest
for the slightly weaker condition |Dij | → 1. For the
qubit pointer, substituting the approximate values for
6η¯ = (η − pi)mod 2pi  1, making D10 ≈ −1, we find that
the pointer shift is approximating the weak value
1
2η¯
〈σx + iσy〉B|A=f ≈
〈f |σzAˆρσz|f〉
〈f |σzρσz|f〉 = 〈Aˆ〉
W
f¯ , (13)
where f¯ denotes a (potentially) different outcome to f ,
i.e., corresponding to quantum state |f¯〉 = σz|f〉. Note
that the post-selection is still f , but the pointer shift is
given by the weak value corresponding to f¯ . The explana-
tion is simple: the pi phase-shift that leads to D10 = −1
gets projected into the system, modifying the interfer-
ence accordingly. This has a practical application. In
a general-state direct measurement experiment, such as
that of ref. [14], the post-selection had to be performed
for all elements of the conjugate basis. This required a
setup to projectively measure both diagonal and anti-
diagonal polarization states. One could instead keep a
single post-selection fixed in the setup, and use different
values of η to control the interference of the pointer states
and thus cycle through the entire conjugate basis reading
out the full Dirac distribution.
If the pointer states are not periodic, we can still ob-
serve an AAV-like effect outside the regime η → 0, using
quasi-periodic or “fringey” pointers, like the optical pulse
described above. Dressel and Jordan also investigated
fringey pointers, by considering Hermite-Gaussian modes
as a generalization of the usual Gaussian used in the weak
value literature [20]. As mentioned, for these continuous
pointer states the second two conditions (8b,c) are sat-
isfied exactly, so the only remaining condition for the
AAV effect is the pointer state distinguishability. The
scheme then is to tune η such that D10 nears a local
maximum or minimum. Even if the curve will not reach
unity in the neighbourhood, we can still observe AAV-
like behaviour (amplification and conjugate pointer shift)
in realistic scenarios. This is shown in figure 2, which
shows exact calculations of the pointer shift using equa-
tion (7) for three values of η for the optical pulse. The
ratio of the pointer shift to the measurement parame-
ter η exceeds the eigenvalue range [0, 1] that limits the
standard expectation value. In fact, it is possible for the
weak value amplification for the weak echo to be greater
than for the small-η measurement (though reducing η fur-
ther in the latter case improves the approximation and
hence amplification). Furthermore, the conjugate pointer
shift, which reveals the imaginary part of the weak value,
also exhibits weak value behaviour at this higher strength
measurement. Interestingly, the strong measurement, for
which D10 = 0 (green), exhibits conjugate pointer shift.
This can be attributed to the non-vanishing derivative of
the post-selection probability with respect to measure-
ment parameter η, supporting the claim that the conju-
gate pointer shift, in such a conditioned measurement, is
related to the measurement back-action [30].
FIG. 2: Pointer shifts calculated according to equation (7),
for the optical pulse hypothetical experiment; the measured
system is the polarization degree of freedom of the light. The
red, green, and blue solid curves represent the pointer shift
for the three values of η indicated by coloured discs in figure
1. The dotted lines indicate the system quantities approx-
imated by the correspondingly coloured pointer shift: weak
value, expectation value, weak echo respectively. a) Canon-
ical pointer shift 〈t〉 for input states around the equator of
the Poincaré sphere, i.e., linearly polarized states parame-
terized by |ψ〉 = cos θ|0〉 + sin θ|1〉. The green region shows
the eigenvalue bound of [0, 1], which the outcomes of strong
measurements are restricted to, but which weak values can
exceed; the weak and weak echo pointer shifts can exceed the
bound, corresponding to weak value amplification (WVA).
b) Conjugate pointer shift 〈E〉 for input states around a
great circle of the Poincaré sphere, states parameterized by
|ψ〉 = 1/√2(|0〉 + exp(iϕ)|1〉). In order to calculate these
curves, the reduced strength η¯ was used, taken to be the point
where D10 crosses zero nearest the chosen strength, so that
the pointer response 〈t〉 and 〈E〉 are approximately linear in
η¯ when expanded about this point, according to equations
(8b,c).
7VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that weak values emerge in the usual
sense, as the conditioned pointer shift, given three simple
conditions on a subsystem of an entangled state and the
operators used to characterize it. The most important
condition is approximate pointer state indistinguisha-
bility. With this greater physical insight, valid for all
measurement strengths, we can design new experiments
based solely on the distinguishability of pointer states,
and understand or interpret such experiments on their
own terms in this framework.
Using this result, a new phenomenon is discovered and
explained, whereby increasing the strength of the mea-
surement can lead to the loss and recovery of weak-value
behaviour. This means weak value amplification and con-
jugate pointer shift, the two useful aspects of weak val-
ues, are not limited to “weak” measurement, in the usual
sense where the measurement strength approaches zero,
but can be observed in a wider set of situations.
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